Celebrate the beautiful bond of sibling love with the new range of Karbonn Smartphones. A perfect mix of
aesthetics and innovative technology, Karbonn’s new range of Fashion Eye and VR Smartphones make for an
ideal gift for Rakhi.
Karbonn Fashion Eye & Fashion Eye 2.0 – For the Fashionista
Your sibling adores all things fashion? Grab the Karbonn Fashion Eye and Fashion Eye 2.0 so that they are
always on top of the trend game. Karbonn’s all new Artificial Intelligence powered Fashion Eye range comes
integrated with a Fashion app which allows users to search for an outfit by simply clicking its picture. The AI
engine of the app automatically recognizes the print, patterns and colours of the outfit to give relevant results
aggregated from over 4 million fashion products. It also allows users to compare prices and pick up the best
deals available on outfits and accessories of their choice. The app also helps you keep upto date with the latest
fashion trends basis users’ past searches and ongoing trends in the market. Flowing anarkalis sported by your
sexy cousin or that sultry chiffon sari which Kareena Kapoor rocked in her latest flick, whatever be the outfit of
your choice, simply get clicking with Fashion Eye and get your Rakhi look on point. In addition to the Fashion
app, both the devices are equipped with 1.3 Ghz Quad Core processor and 5MP rear and 3.2 front camera.

Karbonn Quattro L55 VR – For Gaming enthusiasts
Experience gaming, movies and videos in a whole new way with Karbonn’s range of VR enabled handsets. This
Rakhi gift your gaming and video obsessed sibling Karbonn Quattro L55 and make her/him experience movies,
games and videos in a whole new way. The device comes pre-embedded with a library of engaging games
which will surely be any gamer’s delight. The pre-embedded VR app also allows users to create cool VR videos

